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Sandeep maheshwari wife

Sandeep Maheshwari is an entrepreneur and photographer. is ceo of Imagebazaar. Sandeep was born in 1980 in New Delhi. He dropped out of graduation at a store in Kirori had a college. Roop Kishore Maheshwari is the father of Sandeep and his mother's name if Shakuntala Rani Maheshwari. Sandeep has a sister. He married Nehou Maheshwari and they have a daughter and
a son. Read more to know about Sandeep Maheshwari Wiki, Age, Height, Weight, Family, Wife, Biography &amp; More. Some of the lesser known facts about Sandeep Maheshwari Sandeep Maheshwari is the founder and CEO of ImagesBazaar, the largest collection of Indian images in the world. A world record holder in photography, he has also won many awards and awards.
He grew up in a middle class Indian family and his father was into an aluminum business that collapsed and now the responsibility was on him. During his college days he was attracted to the world of scintillating modeling, his career began as a model at the age of 19. Somehow, his career in modeling did not work and he also witnessed the harassment and exploitation of
experienced models. Something moved him by all this and he decided to drop his college (Kirorimal College, Delhi) in the final year of B.Com to achieve his goal of becoming a rich &amp; successful person. He then began freelance photography without owning a studio. He used to take the studio for rent so he could make a living. He always had a burning desire to change the
world of modeling, founded his own company called Mash Audio Visuals Pvt. Ltd. and started making portfolios. In 2002, together with his three friends, he founded a company that was closed within six months. He later summarized his entire experience and tied all his knowledge in a book about marketing. He was only 21 then, but the book was also not sold as expected. But all
of this didn't shake him, in 2003 he set a world record by knocking down the huge task of taking more than 10,000 images of 122 models in just 10 hours and 45 minutes. This was recorded in the 'Limca Book of World Records'. In 2006, he launched 'ImagesBazaar' in addition to facing unlimited adversity in his way. In today's date, ImagesBazaar is the largest collection of Indian
paintings in the world with over a million images and over 7,000 clients in 45 countries. In addition to being a successful entrepreneur, he is a guide, mentor, role model and youth icon for millions of people around the world. Being at the helm of success, it seems that money doesn't attract him, all his seminars and speaking sessions are free. He was rated as one of India's most
promising entrepreneurs by Business World magazine in March 2009 and he has been featured in almost all of the leading magazines, newspapers and TV channels such as Economic Times, India Today, CNBC-TV18, IBN7, ET Now, NewsX and many more. Home » Celeb Biography » Sandeep Maheshwari Wiki, Age, Wife, Net Worth, Family, Biography, &amp; Weight Sandeep
Maheshwari Wiki, Age, Wife, Height, Weight, Net worth, Family, Biography, Caste, Body Measurements, Parents, House, Personal Life Controversy, Siblings &amp; Profile: Sandeep Maheshwari (born 28 September 1980) is an Indian motivational speaker, entrepreneur, leader, fashion photographer and entrepreneur from Delhi. He is the founder of ImagesBazaar, where you can
easily buy Indian pictures, videos or other things for your media or advertising needs. In addition, he is known for his motivational seminars, shows and videos around the world. Now, a lot of people don't want to work in the organization. In fact, Indian youth wants to start their business of their interest. This may be due to an increase in the country's unemployment rate. In addition,
Sandeep is among those people who take his passion as his profession. In addition, it is an inspiration among people in the world. He worked hard and failed several times. But he wants to break the formal education chain and try new things. At first, his family members didn't support him. After several setbacks, he started ImagesBazaar. He is currently on the list of top managers
in the country. He wrote a book, How to Change Your Mind. Sandeep Maheshwari Biography, Age, Parents &amp; Wife This motivational speaker was born on April 28, 1920, in The New Year. Currently, the age of Sandeep Maheshwari is thirty-eight, (38) years old, from 2018. Suddenly, his family business faced aluminum ran at a loss. Then, his father Roop Kishore Maheshwari
must close the organization. His mother's name is Shakuntala Rani Maheshwari. Now, the burden was on Sandeep's shoulders. He has other plans for his life. During this time he studied B.com Kirori Mal College at the University of Delhi. He soon realized the value of happiness and passion in his life. He left his studies halfway through and took 2 weeks of training in photography.
Meanwhile, he's married to a beautiful lady. The name of Sandeep Maheshwari's wife is Neha Maheshwari. In addition, they also blessed with two children together, ie a son named Hriday and daughter. Facts about indian motivational speaker (ImagesBazaar Founder) After completing the photography course Sandeep began working as a freelance photographer. In fact, he has a
fascination with the glamour world. He soon faced the dark side of the modelling industry. His flame of desire gave him a new way. Then began his company called Audio Visuals Pvt. Ltd. Year 2003 marked a new way in its success. Sandeep has emerged as one of the most successful photographers in the country. In fact, he has broken all records by clicking on 122 images of 10
models in a period of 10 hours and 45 minutes. Thanks to his sudden success, he remained consistent in working on his goal. Read also: The Story of Actress Tara Chowdary Life &amp; Her Success Secrets Then began to establish hea speaker with his seminars entitled life. In addition, he tried to reach out to people suffering from mental stress as a result of failure. He uses his
personal life experience to guide people in their lives. In fact, Maheshwari doesn't charge a single cent to conduct these seminars. Sandeep Maheshwari Wikipedia (Motivational Speaker) Age, Husband, Parents, Bio, Kids, Clean Asset, Seminars, Books &amp; Success Story Personal Life Information Full Birth NameSandeep Maheshwari. Nick nameSandeep. I work as1.
Motivational speaker. 2. Photographer. 3. CEO of ImageBazaar Company. 4. Entrepreneur &amp; Entrepreneur. AgeThirty-Eight (38) (From 2018). Date of birth (DOB), BirthdaySeptember 28, 1980. Birthplace/HometownDelhi, India. NationalityIndian. CitizenshipIndian. Star sign (Zodiac sign)Libra. EthnicityBrown (South Asian). CasteBaniya. ReligionHinduism. Current
ResidenceNew Delhi, India. The famous For1. Founder and CEO of ImageBazaar. 2. Motivational speaker based in Delhi. 3. Photographer. Awards1. The price of a star achievable. 2. Appreciation of a young creative entrepreneur. 3. Pioneer of Tomorrow Award. Height of Physical Statistics (Tall)Feet &amp; Inches: 5' 9. Centimetres: 175 cm. Meters: 1.75 m. WeightKilograms: 65
Kg. pounds: 143 pounds. Biceps Size 12 inches. Measurement of the body (hips at the waist of the chest)39-32-36. Shoe size (US)8. Tattoo details? No. Eye colorChinerily. Hair colorChinerily. Family parents father: Roop Kishore Maheshwari. Mother: Shakuntala Rani Maheshwari. SiblingsThing sister. RelativesYuchn to be updated. Sandeep Maheshwari Wife &amp; Relationship
Marital StatusMarried. Dating History? N/A. Girlfriend (fiancee)Unknown. Wife / Wife NameNeha Maheshwari. ChildrenHriday Maheshwari (son) and daughter's name are unknown. Education Top QualificationDrop Out B.com kirori Mal College, University of Delhi. School. College/UniversityDrop Out Kirori Mal College, University of Delhi. Favorites &amp; Favorite Things Favorites
CelebrityActor: Aamir Khan. Actress: Deepika Padukone. Dream Holiday DestinationParis. Favorite Color Black, and Blue. Love to doPhotography. Favorite dishesNorth Indian food. Sandeep Maheshwari Net Worth Net AssetRs. 2.5 Crore Indian Rupees (From 2018). Earnings. Contact information Office addressNo known home address detailsNemed known mobile phone
number or phone numberN.A. Email address Will be updated soon. Official Websitesandeepmaheshwari.com Social Media Accounts Facebook Profile noopener target = _blank&gt;FB / SandeepM Instagram account noopener target = _blank&gt;Sandeep Maheshwari Insta Twitter Link noopener target = _blank&gt;@SandeepSeminars Sandeep Maheshwari Net Worth: R. 2.5
Crore Indian Rupees ImagesBazaar annual turnover goes around R. 10 crore INR. In fact, Sandeep is one of the top 10 entrepreneurs in the country. He received the Star Achiever Award, young Creative Entrepreneur Award and Pioneer of Tomorrow Award. Therefore, net worth Maheshwari is R. 2.5 Crore Indian Rupee (INR) 2018. Sandeep's biography motivates us to fight off
odd situations in His supporters are so desperate to search his contract details to meet him once. Besides, he's a self-made and real person. His new photography records are in the Limca Book of Records. In the meantime, he is trying to scale new milestones in his life. Again, indian has created a new history. The contents of this page cannot be copied
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